LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

- Illustrate the application of scripting and parametric design in landscape architecture.
- Examine the potentials of design computing techniques that duplicate analog methodologies.
- Review the Role of creative mapping, GIS, and Geo data representation.
- Identify the opportunities environmental illustration and computation provide for landscape architectural practice.
- Review the potentials of parametric design software and creative mapping applications.

PRESENTATION OUTLINE

1. Introduction: Understanding computation and responsive systems: Amoroso
   a. Explanation of potentials of medium
   b. Brief overview of computation, illustration and parametrics in the profession
2. Precedent Overview: Amoroso
   a. Examination of emerging landscape architecture firms using digital applications and representation to how express landscape design issues
   b. Creative Mapping: New Modes of Visually Representing Urban Data and Geo-Data Representation
      i. Quick overview of some historical and contemporary figures in 3D Mapping and Data-repicaling
      ii. Map-Landscape: the role of maps as both presentational devices and instructional pieces (Art and Analysis)
      iii. New application for 3D mapping and GIS: examining a new simplified GIS application that renders geo-data into 3D and animated designed maps on Google Earth platform. (Web-based application developed using KML and PHP programming language).
3. Modeling the Environment: Cantrell
   a. Overview
   b. Processes
   c. Environments
      i. Scene/Composition
      ii. Objects/Modeling
      iii. Terrain/Surface
      iv. Light/Atmosphere
      v. Dynamic Processes
      vi. Composites
   d. Considerations
4. Illustrating Ecologies: Cantrell
   a. Hybrid Representation Methods
   b. Integration of Analog and Digital Techniques
      i. Flexibility
      ii. Tangible Products
      iii. Virtual vs Physical
   c. Static and Dynamic Models
5. Generative Design Analytics: Michaels
   a. Heuristic Modeling as a Design Tool
      i. The potential for design programming in practice
      ii. Heuristic models vs predictive modes
   b. Algorithmic Landscapes
      i. Project Overview
      ii. Design Process
      iii. Conclusions
   c. Future Considerations
6. Project Overview and Case Studies: Fletcher
   a. Beta Bridge
      i. Populating vertical and horizontal surfaces
      ii. Options and Alternatives
      iii. Design Process
      iv. Results
   b. La Valentina Station Plaza and The San Jose Biennial
      i. Working with 3 Dimensional Primitives
      ii. Options and Alternatives
      iii. Design Process
      iv. Results
   c. South Park
      i. Overview of Conventional Analysis
      ii. External Determinants: Vectors, Attractors, Repellers
      iii. Internal Determinants: Attractors, Repellers, and the Z axis
      iv. Results
   d. Conclusion
      i. Applications across scales
      ii. Urban Metabolism
      iii. Open Source Urbanism
      iv. Open Source Cartography
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